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ABSTRACT 
Forced vibration field tests and finite element studies have been conducted 
on Morrow Point (arch) Dam in order to investigate dynamic dam-water interac-
tion and water compressibility. Design of the data acquisition system incorporates 
several special features to retrieve both amplitude and phase of the response in a 
low signal to noise environment. These features contributed to the success of the 
experimental program which, for the first time, produced field evidence of water 
compressibility; this effect seems to play a significant role only in the symmetric 
response of Morrow Point Dam in the frequency range examined. In the accom-
panying analysis, frequency response curves for measured accelerations and water 
pressures as well as their resonating shapes are compared to predictions from the 
current state-of-the-art finite element model for which water compressibility is both 
included and neglected. Calibration of the numerical model employs the antisym-
metric response data since they are only slightly affected by water compressibility, 
and, after calibration, good agreement to the data is obtained whether or not water 
compressibility is included. In the effort to reproduce the symmetric response data, 
on which water compressibility has a significant influence, the calibrated model 
shows better correlation when water compressibility is included, but the agreement 
is still inadequate. Similar results occur using data obtained previously by others 
at a low water level. A successful isolation of the fundamental water resonance 
from the experimental data shows significantly different features from those of the 
numerical water model, indicating possible inaccuracy in the assumed geometry 
and/or boundary conditions for the reservoir. However, the investigation does sug-
gest possible directions in which the numerical model can be improved. 
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The earthquake design of concrete arch dams is a very important problem, 
especially since failure of the structure could result in major loss of life. An inte-
gral part of any design process is, of course, the analytical technique that is used 
to obtain design values such as maximum stresses and displacements of the dan1 
under various load conditions. The results of such an analysis can be used by the 
engineer to evaluate the adequacy of the design of the dam and to make appropriate 
modifications if needed. If the design is incorrect, or does not meet the required 
specifications, improvements to the design must be made. 
The success of any analysis procedure is ultimately judged on its ability to 
reproduce or predict observed behavior. While the state-of-the-art has advanced 
rapidly over the last twenty years, the gathering of experimental data for use in 
comparison studies has lagged behind. For example, mathematical models for the 
water domain have progressed from simple lumped added masses [1] to finite element 
formulations that include water compressibility and a special transmitting boundary 
for infinite reservoir geometries [2,3,4]. However, no serious comparisons have ever 
been made between forced vibration field data and results of analyses that include 
water compressibility [5]. Such a comparison is part of this investigation, which has 
the overall objective of examining the dynamic dam-water interaction for Morrow 
Point Dam, a large arch dam in Colorado. Carried out simultaneously with the 
work reported here have been forced vibration field tests and analyses of Santa 
Anita Dam, an arch dam in California, where the focus was on dam-foundation 
interaction. Except for a few features of the experimental technique, the results for 
Santa Anita Dam are not included here and will be reported in the near future. 
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A typical mathematical model used in correlation studies with field data em-
ploys finite elements for the dam and lumped added masses for the water which 
are determined from incompressible water behavior. However, the lumped mass 
approach has been shown to significantly overestimate the added mass effect of 
the water [6]. Only recently have finite element discretizations of the actual water 
domains appeared (Emosson arch Dam [7], Techi arch Dam [8], Xiang Hong Dian 
gravity arch Dam :9J, Quan Shui arch Dam [10], and Monticello arch Dam [11]), 
but they have not included water compressibility except for a few results in [11]. 
In the majority of correlations with data from forced vibration field tests, mea-
sured resonant frequencies and shapes are compared to computed eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors (or to computed resonating shapes). An additional exercise, which 
can be very informative, is to compute the forced vibration responses of the dam 
as functions of excitation frequency for comparison to the measured frequency re-
sponse functions. Such studies have been conducted on only three dams : Xiang 
Hong Dian, Quan Shui, and Monticello [11]. Amplitude and phase of the frequency 
response functions are useful quantities to measure but have been reported only for 
Kolnbrein arch Dam [12]. 
Measurements of dynamic water pressure are fundamental to understanding 
dam-water interaction, but are rarely obtained (Fujiwara gravity Dam [13], Pine 
Flat gravity Dam [14], Xiang Hong Dian, Quan Shui, and Monticello [11,15]). Only 
in three of these investigations were serious attempts made to compare the measured 
pressure profiles at the resonances with computed profiles (Xiang Hong Dian, Quan 
Shui, and Monticello [11 ]). Apparently, comparisons have never been made between 
measured and computed frequency response functions for dynamic water pressure. 
Another informative exercise in investigating dam-water interaction is to check 
a mathematical model against field data obtained at significantly different water 
depths. Such data is available for Morrow Point arch Dam [16,17], Big Tujunga 
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Dam [18], Tonoyama arch Dam [19], Yahagi arch Dam [20], Karnishiiba arch Dam 
[13], Sa.zanamigawa arch Dam [13], Ambiesta arch Dam [21], Fiastra gravity arch 
Dam [22], Alpe Gera gravity Dam [23], Kolnbrein, Kops arch Dam [24], Yugoslavia 
No. 2 arch Dam [25], and Techi, but analyses have been reported only for Big 
Tujunga, Kolnbrein, Yugoslavia No.2 and Techi. Unfortunately, the more detailed 
studies mentioned above have been carried out at a single water depth. 
It is interesting to note that results from previous investigations have shown no 
glaring deficiencies in the mathematical models that suggested water compressibil-
ity to be a necessary feature that must be included to obtain reasonable correlation 
with forced vibration data. One must keep in mind that parameters such as concrete 
modulus, foundation modulus, and damping values are adjusted for best fit, a pro-
cess that may partially compensate for neglecting water compressiblity, especially 
if the fit is made at only a single water depth. In any case, the experience with 
forced vibration field studies seems at odds with the results from analyses using 
earthquake excitations, which predict strong differences in the computed responses 
of an arch dam when water compressiblity is included or neglected [2,3]. As a result, 
there exists considerable disagreement over the importance of water compressibility 
in the dynamic response of concrete dams. 
In order to further investigate the role of water compressibility under forced 
vibration excitations, detailed field tests and finite element analyses have been car-
ried out on Morrow Point Dam, which was also the subject of the analyses in [2,3]. 
This dam is a relatively thin arch dam which means that dam-water interaction is 
significant, and the resonant frequencies of the dam and water are such that water 
compressibility would be expected to play a noticeable role in the dam response. 
It should be stated that water compressibility may be somewhat more important 
for Morrow Point Dam than for an "average" concrete dam, which may partially 
explain the discrepancies between field correlation studies and the analysis results 
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of [2,3j. Features of the present investigation include the following. 
1. Water is modeled by the finite element method with compressibility included 
and a transmitting boundary to represent-an infinite reservoir. 
2. Measured and computed results are compared for resonant frequencies, res-
onating shapes of dam acceleration and dynamic water pressure, and frequency 
response functions for dam acceleration and dynamic water pressure, including 
both amplitude and phase. 
3. The present field tests were carried out with a nearly full reservoir. The inves-
tigation is extended to include forced vibration data obtained previously [16] 
at a much lower water level. 
Chapter 2 details the experimental apparatus used to conduct the forced vi-
bration tests at Morrow Point and Santa Anita Dams. The vibration generators 
and the transducers used to measure acceleration responses on the dam and the 
adjacent foundation as well as hydrodynamic pressures generated in the reservoir 
are discussed. The design and operation of the data acquisition system used during 
testing are also described. 
The experimental procedure and details such as the placement of the vibration 
generators (shakers) and transducers are presented in Chapter 3. Only the general 
procedure necessary for proper testing is discussed; details common to all types 
of experimental investigations are omitted. Implementation of a mode elimination 
technique that was effective in reducing modal interference observed during testing 
at Santa Anita Dam is also discussed. 
Chapter 4 describes the response analysis procedure that was adopted for use 
in the correlation study of Morrow Point Dam. The technique is a frequency domain 
solution that treats the dam-foundation and water domains as substructures and 
discretizes them using finite elements ~2j. The basic formulation and mathematical 
framework of the procedure are presented. A discussion on the frequency behavior 
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of infinite fluid domains is included in order to provide a better understanding of 
the findings presented in the next chapter. 
Results from forced vibration tests at Morrow Point Dam are presented in 
Chapter 5. A full description of the tests and the kinds of responses obtained are 
given. The tests were conducted with a full reservoir and were designed to inves-
tigate the interactions between the dam and the reservoir water. Dynamic water 
pressures on the upstream face of the dam as well as accelerations along the crest 
were measured. The second half of the chapter discusses results from a correlation 
study in which the analysis procedure described in Chapter 4 is used to reproduce 
the experimental results. Comparisons are made for the computed antisyrnmet-
ric and symmetric responses of the darn assuming incompressible and compressible 
water conditions. Direct evidence of water compressibility and the successful iso-
lation of the fundamental symmetric water mode is presented. Correlations with 
data obtained from previous forced vibration tests on Morrow Point Dam with a 
low water level are also discussed. The chapter concludes with a summary of the 
effects of water depth on the response of the dam. Chapter 6 lists conclusions and 
some suggestions for future work. A complete data set of the experimental results 





Although field tests on arch dams have been carried out many times in the past, 
a non-traditional approach to forced vibration testing was adopted for the experi-
ments at Santa Anita and Morrow Point Dams [26]. Typically, tests are performed 
with large operating staffs and a significant amount of test equipment, including 
various types of transducers and associated signal conditioners, spectrum analyzers, 
photorecording oscilloscopes, and digital data systems that convert analog signals 
to digital information which is then stored on magnetic tape. 
The testing system described in this chapter was designed to operate efficiently 
using a minimum number of components and to aid the investigations of the dy-
namic interactions that take place between the dam and foundation, and between 
the dam and reservoir water. These objectives placed the following requirements 
on the system. 
1. Accurate determination of response in a low signal-to-noise ratio environment 
must be made. Such responses include motions near and beyond the dam-
foundation interface and dynamic pressures in the reservoir. 
2. Both amplitude and phase of the response must be determined. The phase 
quantity of interest is the phase lag of the response relative to the excitation 
force. 
3. The data set should include complete frequency sweeps at a large number of 
stations. The volume of data generated necessitates the use of an automated 
data acquisition and processing system. 
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2.2 System Components 
2.2.1 Vibration Generators 
The vibration generator system shown in Figure 2.1 is used to supply sinu-
soidal force excitations to the dam. The system, originally designed and developed 
approximately 25 years ago at the California Institute of Technology, consists of two 
control consoles and two shakers and was manufactured by Kinemetrics in Pasadena, 
California. Each shaker is capable of producing a force of up to 5,000 pounds at 
frequencies from 2.5 Hz to 10.0 Hz. The force is generated by counter-rotating 
buckets that can be loaded with varying amounts of lead weights and is a function 
of both the mass of the weights and the square of the excitation frequency. The two 
units can be operated separately or synchronously, in phase or out of phase, in a 
master-slave configuration. When operated together, the desired phase relationship 
can be maintained to within 2 degrees. The buckets can be aligned so that any 
line of action (in the horizontal plane) of the force is possible. A synchro signal is 
used in the calculation of the phase lag of the response to the excitation force. The 
location and orientation of the vibration generators is discussed in Chapter 3. 
t 
2.2.2 Transducers 
The steady state responses induced in the darn and its adjacent foundation are 
measured using force balance accelerometers, Model FBA-11, also manufactured 
by Kinemetrics (see Figure 2.2). Other instruments such as velocity meters, seis-
mometers, and different types of accelerometers have been used in previous field 
tests on dams. The accelerometers used were chosen because their high output fa-
cilitates accurate measurement of both amplitude and relative phase. The FBA-11 
is a uniaxial accelerometer that can be oriented to measure either horizontal or ver-
tical surface accelerations and is enclosed in a watertight housing weighing only 1.5 
pounds, making. the unit very practical and easy to handle. It is a highly sensitive, 
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low frequency, low power, spring-mass device with a natural frequency of 50 Hz and 
damping adjusted to 70% critical. A full scale range of ±0.1g at ±2.5volts de was 
used for the tests at Santa Anita and Morrow Point Dams. The FBA-lls have a 
fiat frequency response up to 25 Hz but produce a phase shift that varies linearly 
from 3.6 degrees at 2 Hz to 18 degrees a.t 10 Hz. 
Calibration tests were performed to determine the relative response charac-
teristics of the accelerometers. An LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) 
output was used as a reference against which the FBA response was compared. An 
Electro-seis, whose input is controlled by a signal generator, provided a common ex-
citation to both the LVDT and FBA. The tests consisted of exciting the Electro-seis 
sinusoidally over a. frequency range of 2 Hz to 10 Hz and monitoring the response 
signals from the LVDT and FBA. Comparisons between the relative response am-
plitudes and phases were made using the data acquisition system described in the 
next section. Appropriate care was taken to convert the LVDT displacement re-
sponses to corresponding acceleration responses. The results of this test showed 
that the response characteristics of any two FBA-lls do not vary by more than 
4%; thU$, calibration is not essential. This is a marked advantage over some other 
motion sensing transducers. For example, any two Model SS-1 Ranger Seismome-
ters can have sufficiently different natural frequencies and damping to require that 
calibrations be performed at all frequencies of interest. 
Water pressures in the reservoir are measured using LC-32 hydrophones (see 
Figure 2.3) provided by Celesco Transducer Products in Canoga Park, California. 
The transducer element is lead zirconate titanate, which senses dynamic pressure 
only, and is housed in a watertight neoprene sheath that effectively eliminates short-
circuiting problems. These hydrophones are extremely sensitive and are capable of 
detecting a 7 microvolt peak signal. This sensitivity made operating under less 
than calm conditions somewhat difficult; however, a portion of the cable below 
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the water surface was shielded from environmental effects to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio (see Chapter 3). Typically, the hydrophone itself will have a fiat 
response from 1 Hz to 1 kHz, will not produce a phase shift in the low frequency 
range of interest, and will have an output constant of 0.5 volts/psi. However, the 
actual response characteristics will vary as a function of cable length. Attempts to 
obtain response characteristics and to determine appropriate output constants are 
described in Chapter 5. 
2.2.3 Data Acquisition System 
The data acquistion system was designed not only for efficient data retrieval 
and recording, but also for on-site data processing to help monitor and evaluate the 
testing. Figure 2.4 shows the system in operation on Morrow Point Dam. The sys-
tem is compact and is easily transferred from station to station along the dam crest 
if needed. The A to D converter, amplifiers, and filters, as well as other accessory 
equipment, were designed and constructed at the California Institute of Technol-
ogy. Because of its modular make-up and exclusive use of solid-state electronics, 
the data acquisition system has proven to be reliable and nearly maintenance-free. 
Considerable cost savings were realized over commercial products. 
The main components of the system are shown in block diagram form in Figure 
2.5. The FBA console supplies power to the FBAs and transfers the signals to the 
amplifier unit where gains from 5 to 500 can be selected. The hydrophones do 
not require a separate power supply but do require proper impedance matching 
through charge amplifiers. No phase shift is introduced in the amplification process 
for either the FBAs or the hydrophones. 
Once amplified, the signals are band-passed to eliminate DC levels and un-
wanted high frequency noise. The DC components result from FBA signal drift, 
which can vary significantly during the day because of changing temperature and 
sun conditions. The high frequency noise can be caused by windy conditions or 
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installations in and around the dam, such as power plant stations, gate valves, etc. 
These frequencies are usually much higher than those associated with the vibration 
modes of the dam and are therefore filtered out. The low-pass cutoff frequency 
(fhco) is chosen to give the cleanest signal and to prevent aliasing. 
A schematic diagram of a typical band-pass filter is shown in Figure 2.6. The 
circuit consists of a passive high pass R-C network in cascade with an active second-
order low pass filter. The high pass section has a cutoff frequency (fico) of 0.02 Hz. 
This cutoff frequency removes the DC levels of a signal without distorting its low 
frequency components. The cutoff frequency for the low pass filter is adjustable 
between 10 Hz and 100 Hz. The high pass filter has a 6db/octave falloff below 
fico while the low pass filter falls off at 12db/octave beyond fhco. The phase shift 
through a band-pass filter at any frequency is the sum of the shift angles due to the 
high pass and low pass sections. 
Filter characteristics (gain vs. frequency and phase shift vs. frequency) are 
shown in Figure 2.7. The fhco was chosen as 70Hz at Santa Anita Dam, which is 
below the Nyquist frequency (equal to one half the sampling frequency, see below). 
To avoid aliasing, fhco must not exceed the Nyquist frequency. High noise levels at 
lower frequencies were encountered at Morrow Point Dam, and fhco was reduced 
to 10 Hz. As seen from Figure 2.7, negligible signal attenuation is present between 
2 Hz and 10 Hz with fhco=70 Hz; however, with fhco=10 Hz, approximately 22% 
of the signal amplitude is lost at 10 Hz. Filtering also produces a phase shift which, 
in the frequency range from 2 Hz to 10 Hz, varies linearly from -3 degrees to 10 
degrees when fhco=70 Hz and from 14 degrees to 90 degrees when fhco=10 Hz. 
The filtered signals are output on a multichannel Hewlett-Packard chart re-
corder and are digitized by an A to D converter. The A to D is a 16 channel, 12 bit 
integrated circuit design with two eight channel multiplexers, which are arranged 
in a 16 channel, single-ended configuration. Data sampling can take place every 
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35 microseconds without loss of full-scale accuracy. The actual sampling interval 
selected equals 390 microseconds, which is multiplexed through 16 channels, giving 
a sample interval of 6240 microseconds per channel. This interval corresponds to a 
sampling frequency of 160 Hz. The Nyquist frequency is 80 Hz, which can be used 
as an upper bound on fhco. This sampling frequency yields 80 samples per cycle 
at 2 Hz or 16 samples at 10 Hz for each channel of data. Two hundred samples per 
channel are taken which corresponds to 2.5 cycles of sampled data at 2 Hz and 12.5 
cycles at 10 Hz. 
Interactive software residing in a Zenith-120 microcomputer allows the user to 
evaluate and monitor overall system performance and also provides on-site data 
reduction capabilities. At each excitation frequency, a sine curve is fit to each 
channel of sampled data by a least-squares algorithm to determine amplitude, phase, 
and signal offset. A precise value of the frequency is calculated by counting the 
number of sample intervals between zero crossings of the shaker synchro signal for 
which there is no offset or noise. Each sample point is the amplitude of the response 
at the sample time and is assumed to consist of harmonic and DC components, as 
x1+(n- 1) =A sin (w(n -1)dt) + Bcos (w(n -1)dt) + C, 
where n - 1, ... , NS (NS =number of samples.) 
dt = sample interval 
w - excitation frequency 
A,B - the amplitudes of the harmonic components 
c - the offset (DC component). 
In matrix form, the response at a station can be written as 
sin(w * 0 dt) cos(w * 0 dt) 1 A x1 
sin(w * (n -1)dt) cos( w * (n- 1)dt) 1 B 
sin(w * (NS- l)dt) cos(w * (NS -1)dt) 1 c :z;1+(NS-1) 
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Values for A, B and C are obtained via a least-squares algorithm, and the response 
can now be characterized as 
where 
x(t) = D sin(wt +II)+ C , 
D = y'(.A2 + B2) and is the amplitude of the response 
II= arctan(B/A) and is the phase of the response relative to the 
sampling initiation time. 
The amplitude D is normalized by the exciting force: gfkip for the accelerometers 
and psi/kip for the hydrophones. The difference in 9 between a transducer signal 
and the shaker synchro signal gives the phase lag relative to the exciting force. 
Because of the DC filtering process, the offset in the transducer signals, C, will 
always be small. 
The data are then stored in a s:l inch floppy disk file, which contains values of 
frequency, amplitude, and phase for the recorded station responses. The digitized 
data can· also be stored on disk, if desired. Calibrations and corrections applied 
to the data to yield the true amplitude and phase of the response are described in 
Chapter 5. The filter correction for phase is avoided by filtering the shaker synchro 
signal in the same way the transducer signals are filtered. Plot routines are available 
which output frequency response curves at the end of each frequency sweep. Data 
retrieval, processing, and output for eight channels require approximately 30 seconds 














































Force balance accelerometer, Model FBA-11, mounted on leveling 
plate. 
Hydrophone shown with pipe used for water wave isolation. 
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Figure 2.4 Data acquisition system, shown in place on Morrow Point Dam . 
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Figure 2.5 Block diagram of data acquisition system. 
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Figure 2.7 Characteristics of the band-pass filters used at Morrow Point Dam 





The experimental procedure described here is used to determine the steady-
state responses of the dam, the foundation, and the water in the reservoir to a given 
sinusoidal exciting force. The procedure is simplified through the use of the data 
acquisition system, which controls the retrieval and processing of data. The user is 
responsible for ensuring proper installation and operation of the shakers and motion 
transducers [26]. 
3.2 Shaker Location and Orientation 
Two shakers (or a single shaker if only one is used) are bolted on the dam crest 
at the centerline. Symmetric responses are excited with the force aligned in the 
stream (radial) direction, and antisymmetric responses are excited with the force 
aligned in the cross-stream (tangential) direction. This configuration differs from 
the more traditional one in which two shakers, one on each side at some distance 
from the centerline with their forces aligned in the radial directions, are operated 
in phase to excite symmetric responses and out of phase to excite antisymmetric 
responses. With the centerline location scheme, the technique of adjusting the 
directions of the forces to eliminate a given mode (see below) is simplified because 
only a single direction need be adjusted. 
The symmetry of the darn is, of course, never perfect but is usually present to 
a degree so that all modes that are observed can be classified as either symmetric 
or antisymmetric. The result of nonperfect symmetry is that antisymmetric modes 
are excited to some degree in the symmetric shake and vice-versa. Elimination of 
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the fundamental antisymmetric mode in the symmetric shake and elimination of the 
fundamental symmetric mode in the antisymmetric shake are desirable objectives 
which result in a cleaner set of data. 
Elimination of any mode can be accomplished if the direction of the force is 
made perpendicular to the direction of motion of that mode at the shaker location. 
Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of Santa Anita Dam. Note that the dam does not exhibit 
good syn:rnetry about its centerline, and the dashed line crest shapes represent the 
fundamental symmetric mode at 6.3 Hz and the fundamental antisymmetric mode at 
6.6 Hz. With the direction of the force aligned along Fl in the stream direction, the 
measured response from the FBA at the shaker location will contain contributions 
from both fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric modes. In order to eliminate 
the antisymmetric response, for example, in the symmetric shake, the direction of 
motion of the first antisymmetric mode at the shaker location must be identified. 
This direction is indicated along F2 in Figure 3.1. If the direction of the force is 
adjusted to act perpendicular to F2, elimination of the first antisymmetric mode 
will result. 
Figure 3.2 shows the results of the mode elimination technique at Santa Anita 
Dam. The two curves represent acceleration responses at a station on the dam crest 
where both the fundamental symmetric and fundamental antisymmetric modes have 
sizable radial components. The response to the symmetric shake contains no visible 
trace of the fundamental antisymmetric mode and was obtained after adjusting the 
direction of force 40 degrees off the stream direction. Similarly, the response to the 
antisymmetric shake contains no visible trace of the fundamental symmetric mode 
and was obtained after adjusting the direction of force 5 degrees off the cross-stream 
direction. These adjusted directions for the force are determined by trial and error 
and are used throughout the entire series of tests. 
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3.3 Determination of Vibration Frequencies 
Preliminary tests are conducted in which a survey of the dam response is made 
using an FBA located next to the shaker at the dam centerline on the crest. The 
FB A is aligned in the radial direction for the symmetric shake and in the tangential 
direction for the antisymmetric shake. The FBA response signal is monitored on the 
chart recorder while the frequency of the shaker is swept from 2 Hz to 10Hz. In this 
manner, the resonant frequencies of the dam can be quickly identified. Results from 
preliminary tests at Morrow Point Dam identified symmetric resonant frequencies 
at 3Hz, 4Hz, 5.5 Hz, and 6.7 Hz. These values compared favorably with the actual 
resonances at 2.95 Hz, 3.9 Hz, 5.4 Hz, and 6. 7 Hz. 
The resonant frequencies determined during the preliminary sweeps are used 
to set appropriate frequency increments for use during the forced vibration testing. 
Typically, a small frequency increment, 0.1 Hz or less, is used to accurately define 
the resonant peaks, whereas a much larger increment is used for frequencies far from 
resonance. The automated and efficient operation of the data acquisition system 
allowed an increment of 0.1 Hz or less to be maintained throughout the tests at 
Santa Anita and Morrow Point Dams without substantially increasing the duration 
of any particular test. 
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3.4 Test Procedure 
Prior to the start of each frequency sweep, all FBAs are placed and balanced 
at the recording stations. The accelerometers are attached to aluminum plates that 
are supported off the ground by three adjustable screws in tripod fashion as shown 
in Figure 2.2. This arrangement facilitates the balancing procedure and ensures 
secure placement at recording stations, especially on non-level surfaces. To balance 
an FBA, a ±12 volt DC power supply is connected and the output is monitored 
using a digital voltmeter. The tilt of the aluminum plates is adjusted via the screws 
until the measured voltage is minimized. Without these platforms, the adjustment 
to balance the FBA must be made internally and is very sensitive and difficult. 
The hydrophones, one of which is shown in Figure 2.3, are placed by lowering 
them down the upstream face of the dam using the attached cable. In windy 
conditions, surface waves, white caps and bobbing driftwood disturb the cable, and 
a considerable amount of noise (including low frequency noise not eliminated by the 
filters) appears on the hydrophone signal. Some relief was obtained at Morrow Point 
Dam by placing the cable inside a 3 inch diameter aluminum pipe that extended 
3 feet below the water surface, and by manually keeping the driftwood away. This 
allowed testing to proceed under moderately windy conditions, i.e., wind speeds 
under 15 miles per hour. 
At each frequency, sufficient time is allowed for the shakers and the response 
signals at the various stations to stabilize. Data acquisition is then initiated by 
the user by activating the data. processing routine. Checks in the experimental 
procedure are required so that various components of the system are not saturated 
by large signals. This occurs at 2.5 volts for the FBAs (because of excessive signal 
drift), 15 volts for the filters (because of excessive signal amplification), and 2.5 
volts for the A to D converter (because of excessive amplification). Saturation of the 
FBAs and filters produces signal clipping which is easily detected by examining the 
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traces on the chart recorder. The data processing program detects saturation of the 
A to D by monitoring the signal amplitudes. Saturation is relieved by reducing the 
amplification or by rebalancing the FHA. Rebalancing an FHA during a frequency 
sweep can be performed without stopping the shakers since critical DC drift levels 
(approximately 2.0 volts) greatly exceed the acceleration response portion of the 
signal (approximately 10 millivolts to 200 millivolts). 
A typical frequency sweep contains about 60 frequencies (between 2 Hz and 
10Hz) at which the amplitude and phase of each channel are computed. Approx-
imately 90 minutes are required for each frequency sweep. This value includes the 
time it takes to make five changes of weights in the shaker buckets in order to 
maintain a near maximum excitation force. Additional time, often considerable, is 
required to place the FHAs and hydrophones. Most of the testing at Santa Anita 
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Sketch of Santa Anita Dam. Shown are the fundamental sy=etric 
and antisy=etric modes at 6.3 Hz and 6.6 Hz, respectively. Elim-
ination of the antisy=etric :response at the shaker location occurs 
after adjusting the shaker force perpendicular to F2. 
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Results of the mode elimination 
technique performed at Santa 
Anita Dam. Radial components 
of acceleration amplitude at 
same location on the dam crest 
for both sr=etric and antisym-
metric shakes are shown. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESPONSE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 
4.1 Introduction 
Most of the early work concerning the earthquake analysis of arch dams ne-
glected any dam-water interaction effects, and a two-part solution scheme was 
adopted. The first part was aimed at identifying hydrodynamic pressures resulting 
from the motion of a rigid dam. Standard solution techniques were then used to 
obtain the response of the dam subjected to both ground motions and the prede-
termined, time-varying hydrodynamic pressures. 
Such an uncoupled approach is only valid if the dam is very stiff; however, 
in typical arch dam systems, the dam vibrations and hydrodynamic pressures will 
modify each other to a considerable extent. Early attempts to model these inter-
actions neglected water compressibility and represented the water as added masses 
attached to the dam. The finite element computer program ADAP [27], as intro-
duced in 1973, is an example of this approach. The program was later extended to 
include a finite element model of the water which, because of the incompressibility 
assumption, could be reduced to an added mass matrix assembled into the dam 
equations [6]. 
Early attempts by Hatano [28] and Priscu [29,30] to include water compress-
ibility in the arch dam-water interaction problem employed a time domain, finite 
difference discretization of shell equations for the dam and of the pressure wave 
equation for the water. Inclusion of water compressibility, however, makes the re-
sults sensitive to the location of the upstream reservoir boundary. The physically 
preferred geometry of a reservoir extending to infinity in the upstream direction was 
not realized until Porter [31f extended Kotsubo's [32] analytical treatment of an in-
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finite water domain. The analytical treatment restricted the reservoir geometry to 
constant dep~h with vertical side walls extending radially away from the darn. It 
also restricted the analysis to the frequency domain. 
Porter's solution technique, adapted from earlier work on concrete gravity darns 
[33], efficiently employed vibration modes of a finite element represent at ion of the 
dam without water as generalized coordinates, and incorporated effects of the wa-
ter by a substructure technique in which hydrodynamic terms computed from the 
water domain substructure were included in the equations of motion of the darn. 
Later, Hall [2] replaced the analytically treated water domain with a finite ele-
ment discretization that used a special transmitting boundary so that infinite water 
domains of realistic geometry could be modeled. The analysis procedure has since 
been refined by Fok [3], and a computer program for earthquake analysis is available 
[4]. 
In an effort to reproduce the observed experimental responses of Morrow Point 
Dam, the analysis procedure of [2] is adopted. The reference contains details of 
the derivation and implementation of the procedure, and only a brief description 
of the main features and mathematical framework is presented here. Loading is 
specialized to that of shakers mounted on the dam. 
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4.2 System Overview 
Figure 4.1 shows an arch dam-foundation-water system. The water domain is 
characterized by a finite irregular region adjacent to the dam, which is followed by 
a region of uniform cross section that extends to infinity in the upstream direction. 
Interactions occurring between the dam and the water, the dam and its foundation, 
and between the water and the foundation rock under the reservoir are accounted 
for. Linear elastic behavior throughout the system is assumed. 
To properly account for water compressibility, the pressure wave equation is 
used to describe the water behavior. A radiation boundary condition is imposed 
on the reservoir floor and sides, which approximately accounts for energy loss into 
the underlying foundation medium. A transmitting boundary solution is available 
to model infinite water domains and requires that the reservoir geometry maintain 
a uniform cross-section beyond some distance upstream from the dam where the 
transmitting boundary is located. In the infinite uniform region, use is made of 
continuum solutions in the upstream direction to account for the propagation of 
pressure waves. Regular finite elements are employed in the irregular region between 
the dam and the transmitting boundary. 
The interaction between the dam and its adjacent foundation rock is approxi-
mately accounted for by the common procedure of including a portion of the foun-
dation in the finite element mesh of the dam and assuming the rock to be massless. 
The choice of a massless foundation material allows foundation flexibility to be in-
corporated into the solution without complications that arise from wave propagation 
effects which may introduce unrealistic low frequency resonances in the system. Ra-
diation damping is approximately lumped into the damping values assigned to the 
modes of the dam-foundation system which are also used as generalized coordinates 
to express the system response. These assumptions pertaining to dam-foundation 
interaction did not prevent reasonable agreement from being obtained between anal-
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ysis results and field data from previous forced vibration studies [9,10]. Included in 
these comparisons were motions at the dam-foundation interface. 
4.3 Dam-Foundation Substructure 
The dam is idealized as an assemblage of thick-shell finite elements whose 
material properties are characterized by Young's modulus, Ed, Poisson's ratio, vd, 
and the unit weight of concrete, wd. The foundation rock is modeled with three-
dimensional solid brick elements with properties E., v., and a zero mass density. 
Along the dam-foundation interface, a transition element is used to connect the 
thick shell elements in the dam to the solid elements in the foundation. 
This finite element discretization results in a set of linear differential equations 
in time t which describes the dam-foundation behavior and are: 
where 
M!(t) + C_t(t) + K ~(t) = ,E(t)- 2(t) , 
M is the mass matrix (dam only) 
· C is the damping matrix of the dam and foundation (classical 
damping is assumed) 
K is the stiffness matrix of the dam and foundation 
,E(t) is the excitation vector containing the shaker forces 
Q(t) is the hydrodynamic force vector -
~(t) is the vector of displacement degrees of freedom (DOF) 
of the dam and foundation. 
(4.1) 
The effect of the reservoir water in contact with the dam is expressed in the above 
equation by the unknown hydrodynamic force vector Q ( t), which has nonzero terms -
only at the dam-water interface. An expression for the vector Q(t) is determined -
from an analysis of the water substructure as explained in the next section. 
The set of N coupled equations (N, the total number of DOF of the dam-
foundation substructure) can be transformed into a set of uncoupled equations 
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through the normal coordinate transformation defined by 
] 
~<tl = E _t,.Y;(tl , 
i=l 
(4.2) 
where <,t is the jth modal eigenvector obtained from the undamped eigenvalue 
problem associated with the dam-foundation system, and Y;(t) is the generalized 
displacement of the J"th mode. The expansion in equation 4.2 is complete if J equals 
N. It should be noted that for most types of loadings, including the shaker exci-
tations considered here, contributions of the various modes are generally greatest 
for the lowest ones and tend to decrease for the higher ones. Good accuracy in the 
solution, therefore, is possible for values of J less than N. 
Applying the transformation (equation 4.2) to equation 4.1 results in J uncou-
pled modal equations, the jth of which is written as 
M ·Y·{t) + c ·Y·(t) + K ·Y·(t) = 4>-:: F(t) - 4>~r Q'(t) (4.3) 
33 33 33 -J- NJ-, 
where the usual expressions for the generalized mass, damping and stiffness are 
K; =w], 





and where w; and i; are the natural frequency and the critical damping ratio as-
sociated with the jth vibration mode of the dam-foundation system; <1/ lists the 
--.4 
components of the jth mode for all nodes along the dam-water interface, and 2' ( t) 
lists the hydrodynamic forces (ordered to correspond to 4>~) for the interface nodes. 
""" 
The values i; are assumed to include all sources of damping associated with the 
dam and foundation rock including radiation. 
If the system is subjected to harmonically varying loads, ,E(t), expressed as 
,E(t) = £(w) eiwt ' (4.7) 
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then the responses to this harmonic loading can also be assumed to be harmonic 
after sufficient time, but not necessarily in phase with the excitation, and can be 
written as 
Y;(t) = Y,·(w) eiwt 
Ql (t) = Ql (w) eiwt • - -
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
F(w), Y;(w) and Q1 (w) are the frequency response functions for the excitation and - -
the dam and water pressure responses, and w is the circular frequency associated 
with all quantities. Note that Y;(w) and Q1 (w) can in general be complex and will -
contain both amplitude and phase information of the response. 
Upon substitution of equations 4.7 to 4.9 into equation 4.3, the set of J uncou-
pled modal equations is transformed into the frequency domain. The jth equation 
becomes 
[-w 2 M; + iwC; + K;] Y;(w) = .p-z: F(w)- .p~" Q1 (w) . 
~,..., ,...,, - (4.10) 
The quantity Cl ( w) remains to be defined. -
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4.4 Water Substructure 
The pressure wave equation in terms of the dynamic pressure p (positive in 
compression) is used to describe the water behavior 
(4.11) 
which is valid for small displacements, irrotational motion, and inviscid flow, and 
C is the velocity of pressure waves in water. The boundary conditions are 
ap w 
a- (s, t) = --an(s, t) along the dam-water interface n g 
ap ap 
- ( s' t') = q- ( s' t') along the reservoir floor and sides an , at ' 




where w = unit weight of water; g = gravitational acceleration; s, t and s', t' are 
coordinates along the dam-water interface and along the reservoir floor and sides, 
respectively; an(s,t) is the normal component of the dam acceleration at the dam-
water interface; n denotes the inward normal direction to a boundary; and q is the 
coefficient that defines the amount of energy loss due to water-foundation inter-
action. In addition to these boundary conditions, the solution must also satisfy 
the radiation condition for water domains extending to infinity in the upstream 
direction. 
Considering a one-dimensional wave propagation from the water into the foun-





where w1 and c1 are the unit weight and dilatational wave speed in the adjacent 
foundation medium. Alternatively, q can be defined by a reflection coefficient, a, as 
(4.16) 
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where a is the ratio of reflected to incident wave amplitude of a pressure wave 
striking the foundation. 
The harmonic pressure responses can be written as 
p(x,y,z,t) =p(x,y,z,w)e'"'t, 
and substitution of equation 4.17 into the governing wave equation yields 
which is the Helmholtz equation. The boundary conditions are now 
and 
ap w -a- (s,t,w) = --a,.(s,t,w) 
n g 
ap(''). -('') an s ,t ,w =zwqp 8 ,t ,w 






The harmonic acceleration of the dam in its jth mode, a,.(s, t,w), is obtained from 
J 
"' 21 -a,.(s,t,w) = L.t -w <t>1 (s,t) Y;(w), ( 4.22) 
i=l 
where <f>:(s,t) is the continuous distribution of£ over the dam-water interface. 
Solution of the boundary value problem defined by equations 4.18 to 4.22 yields the 
frequency response function for the hydrodynamic pressures in the reservoir which 
can be expressed as 
J 
p(x,y,z,w) = L -w2Y,·(w) Pi(x,y,z,w), ( 4.23) 
i=l 
where Pi(x, y, z,w) is the solution due to <f>~ (s, t) and is computed from the finite 
element water model. Note that in equations 4.22 and 4.23, Y;(w) is unknown. 
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A similar expression can be written for the complex frequency response function 
for the hydrodynamic force vector, C:/ (w), on the upstream face of the dam, which -
appears in equation 4.10 
J 
ci (w) ="" -w2Y;(w) Q~ (w) - L..J _, (4.24) 
i=l 
where Q~(w) is the static equivalent of the pressure function Pi(x,y,z,w) at the _, 
dam-water interface. Substitution of 4.24 into equation 4.10 and assembly of the J 
equations into matrix form yields 
where 
S··(w) = -w2 M· + iwC· + K·- w2 ,p~" Q~(w) JJ J 3 3 . N3 _, 
and 
- T -





Notice that S(w) is not a diagonal matrix since the eigenvectors, rjJ ., do not 
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uncouple the dam-foundation-water system. Recall that tjJ . are obtained from the _, 
undamped eigenvalue problem associated with the dam-foundation substructure. 
The modal equations are therefore recoupled as a result of the hydrodynamic terms 
that appear on the left side of equation 4.25. 
The solution to equation 4.25 yields the responses of the generalized coordinates 
in the frequency domain. Since the experimental results are obtained as steady-state 
responses, the computed results of interest are obtained from equations 4.2 and 4.8 
for the dam and 4.17 and 4.23 for the water pressure. 
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4.5 Effects of Water Compressibility 
The presence of the water is included in equation 4.25 through the terms t/ ( w) _, 
which, if water compressibility is included, are frequency-dependent and complex-
valued. Their real parts represent added mass, and their imaginary parts represent 
added damping. The damping is due to radiation upstream (for an infinite reservoir) 
and absorption along the reservoir floor and sides. If a = 1.0 for an infinite reservoir, 
then damping can exist only above a critical frequency fi associated with the infinite 
uniform portion (its fundamental resonant frequency) because only above fi can 
travelling waves exist. (I denotes a frequency in Hz.) 
To examine the frequency behavior of infinite water domains, consider the two-
dimensional reservoirs shown in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), one of which is shallower 
adjacent to the dam face (line a-b) than in the infinite region and the other which 
is deeper. Along the reservoir floor, a= 0.9. Figure 4.3 shows the modulus, phase, 
and the real and imaginary parts of the hydrodynamic force R(w) on the dam 
face for the two reservoirs. R(w) is normalized with the static force, R,, = ~wH~, 
and f is normalized with the fundamental resonant frequency of the infinite uniform 
region, fr = 4~ . The dashed line curves are associated with the reservoir in Figure 
4.2(a.), and the solid line curves represent the water behavior in Figure 4.2(b). The 
excitation consists of a rigid harmonic motion of the dam in the horizontal direction 
(a,.(s, t) = 1· i"'1). The behavior of R(w) should be characteristic of that of the 
-! Q . ( w) terms for the two types of reservoirs. _, 
The fundamental resonant frequency fwa.t of the water body of Figure 4.2(a) 
occurs at [I, and the resonance evolves from a standing wave (real part) to a 
travelling wave (imaginary part) with a. phase shift approaching 90°. Thus, a large 
amount of radiation damping is present above fwat = [I. Resonance of the water 
body of Figure 4.2(b) takes place at a frequency f wa.t below f I and has some features 
typical of those of a bounded domain, i.e., positive and negative real peaks and a 
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centered imaginary peale However, the imaginary part does not die out above the 
resonance, although it is smaller than ln the previous case. This "mixed" resonance 
undergoes a phase shift that exceeds 90°. 
If the water domain is considered to be incompressible and the reservoir floor 
and sides rigid, as is co=only assumed, then C = oo in equation 4.18, and q = 0 
in equation 4.20. Under these conditions, the hydrodynamic terms are frequency-
independent and real-valued and reduce the effect of the water to a frequency in-
dependent added mass with no damping. The incompressible water response is 




















(a) Reservoir with sloped floor and Ho < H adjacent to dam face. 
0~--------------~--~ I H -ro 
(b) Reservoir with sloped floor and Ho > H adjacent to dam face. 
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Comparison of R(w) computed for the reservoirs shown in Figure 
4.2. Shown are the magnitude, phase, real and imaginary parts. 
The solid curves represent the results associated with the geometry 
of Figure 4.2(b) and the dashed curves were computed using the 
geometry of Figure 4.2(a). 
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CHAPTER 5 
CORRELATION STUDY OF 
MORROW POINT DAM 
5.1 Introduction 
Results from forced vibration tests on Morrow Point Dam are presented in this 
chapter. The objective of these tests was to examine the dynamic interactions that 
occur between the dam and the reservoir water. Correlation studies to evaluate the 
ability of the analysis procedure (outlined in Chapter 4) to reproduce these results 
are also discussed. 
The chapter begins with a description of Morrow Point Dam, its foundation, 
and reservoir in Section 5.2. This is followed (in Section 5.3) by a discussion on 
the types of steady-state responses measured during the tests and a description of 
data reduction and calibration procedures. Data samples are also presented, which 
indicate the type and quality of data taken. The finite element discretization of the 
arch dam system and a discussion on the choice of material properties associated 
with the models is presented in Section 5.4. 
Section 5.5 describes the results of a correlation study between the observed 
and computed behavior of the dam at full reservoir. The antisymmetric response 
behavior is investigated first by attempting to calibrate the analysis procedure with 
the experimental data. Once satisfactory agreement is obtained, comparisons be-
tween the observed and computed symmetric responses are made. The importance 
of water compressibility effects in the forced vibration response of the dam is also 
discussed. Direct evidence of water compressibility from the experimental data is 
presented in Section 5.6. 
Results from previous forced vibration tests on Morrow Point Dam (conducted 
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in 1969 and in 1972) are discussed in Section 5.7. Correlations with data obtained 
at a low water level are presented. The effects of water depth on the reponse of the 
dam are summarized in Section 5.8. 
5.2 System Description 
5.2.1 Dam 
Morrow Point Dam is one of three dams of the Curecanti Unit, Colorado River 
Storage Project [34]. The Curecanti Unit not only provides storage for hydroelectric 
power generation along a 40 mile stretch of the Gunnison River, but also provides 
storage for irrigation, recreation, and flood control. The dam is located on the 
Gunnison River in Montrose County near the village of Cimmaron, Colorado, which 
is twenty-two miles east of Montrose, Colorado (see Figure 5.1). 
Morrow Point Dam, shown in Figure 5.2, was the first double-curvature thin 
arch dam built by the Bureau of Reclamation. Construction began in 1963 and 
was completed in January 1968. The dam was built with vertical contraction joints 
spaced at 40 foot centers except at the center (Block 10), which is 30 feet wide. The 
joints simplified the construction procedure and allowed the concrete to contract 
during the cooling period without cracking. The vertical joints were grouted before 
filling the reservoir. 
The dam is 465 feet tall with a crest length of 724 feet and is 12 feet thick at 
the crest and 52 feet thick at the base. The crest and base elevations are 7165 feet 
and 6700 feet, respectively. There are four orifice-type free-fall spillways located 
at the top center of Morrow Point Dam. Water flowing through the openings falls 
approximately 350 feet into a concrete-lined stilling basin. The spillways are capable 




The dam sits in aU-shaped canyon, which was 200 feet wide at the base and 550 
feet wide at the crest prior to construction. The canyon walls are fairly smooth and 
have very little overburden. During excavation along the dam-foundation interface, 
bolt holes were drilled in both keyways and rock bolts were installed. In two unstable 
areas at the top of the left keyway, 1 inch groutable bolts were used, and 0.75 inch 
nongroutable bolts were used in the remainder of the left keyway and in all of the 
right keyway. Alluvial material in the valley floor is rounded sand, gravel, cobbles, 
and boulders. 
5.2.3 Reservoir 
The reservoir has a capacity of 117,165 acre-feet (52 million cubic feet) at a 
normal water surface elevation of 7160 feet and is approximately 11 miles long. 
Morrow Point Dam is the middle dam of three along the Gunnison River, and 
even though three small creeks do enter the reservoir far upstream, it is likely 
that sediment deposition is minor in the vicinity of the dam. Figure 5.3 shows 
the topography of the site at Morrow Point. Although the dam exhibits good 
symmetry about the plane of centers, the reservoir geometry is not sy=etric. The 
entire reservoir is underlain by rocks that are considered impermeable. 
5.3 Experimental Investigations 
5.3.1 Location of Vibration Generators and Transducers 
The forced vibration tests carried out at Morrow Point Dam followed the gen-
eral procedure previously described in Chapter 3. Two vibration generators (shak-
ers) were used during the testing and were placed side by side on the dam crest at 
the center block (Block 10). Sy=etric responses were obtained by orienting the 
shaker buckets in the upstream-downstream direction, and antisy=etric responses 
were obtained by orienting the buckets in the cross-stream direction. The mode 
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elimination technique was not necessary because of the good symmetry present in 
the dam. A typical frequency sweep was made up of 0.1 Hz intervals from 2 Hz 
to 8 Hz with a finer spacing near resonances as necessary. In order to maintain a 
near-maximum excitation force, five changes of weights in the buckets were used 
during each frequency sweep. 
Acceleration responses were measured at 17 stations along the dam crest and 
at 3 stations down the crown cantilever at Block 10 (Figure 5.4); the latter were 
located in galleries inside the dam. Four separate frequency sweeps were required 
to obtain the responses along the crest since only five accelerometers were available 
for each test. Only the radial component of acceleration at each station for both the 
symmetric and antisymmetric shake was measured. Because of the symmetry of the 
dam, it was assumed that no significant radial responses would be obtained along the 
cantilever section at Block 10 in the antisymmetric shake; therefore, these responses 
were measured only during the symmetric shake. A reference FBA was maintained 
at the shaker location at Block 10 and was oriented in the radial direction for the 
symmetric responses and in the tangential direction for the antisymmetric responses. 
Hydrodynamic pressure responses were obtained at 12 stations on the upstream 
face of the dam during the symmetric shake and at 12 stations during the antisym-
metric shake (Figure 5.4). A series of 12 frequency sweeps was performed since only 
two hydrophones were available for each test. The original hydrophones had cable 
lengths of 150 feet and 300 feet. In order to obtain measurements down to a 300 
foot water depth, it was necessary to remove a 30 foot section from the 150 foot 
cable and to splice it onto the 300 foot cable. Pressure responses at depths of 50 
feet and 100 feet were obtained using the hydrophone with 120 feet of cable, and 
responses between 100 feet and 300 feet were obtained using the second hydrophone 
with 330 feet of cable. 
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5.3.2 Data Reduction and Calibration 
The steady-state responses obtained on the dam and in the reservoir are char-
acterized (see Section 2.2.3) as: 
x,(t) = n, sin(wt + fh) ' 
where x,(t) - the steady-state response at station i, 
D; - the amplitude of the response, either acceleration or 
hydrodynamic pressure, 
6, - the phase of the response relative to the exciting force, 
w - the excitation frequency in rad/sec. 
Values for the amplitude and phase of the response were obtained from the least-
squares algorithim sine curve fit described in Chapter 3. 
Accelerometer data were corrected for amplitude and phase distortions encoun-
tered during the band-pass filtering process and normal operation of the FBAs. 
The band-pass cutoff frequencies during the tests were set at flco=0.02 Hz and 
fhco=lO Hz. Signal attenuations that resulted in a 22% decrease in amplitude at 
10 Hz were accounted for. Filtering also produces a phase shift; however, since 
both the FBA and shaker signals were filtered in the same way, no filter-induced 
phase shifts were present. Figure 5.5 shows the frequency response curves for a 
typical FBA used at Morrow Point Dam. No signal attenuation is present between 
2Hz and 10 Hz; however, the FBA does alter the phase of the response in a linear 
manner. This phase shift was accounted for. 
Hydrodynamic pressure data were also corrected for amplitude and phase dis-
tortions. Signal attenuations resulting from the filtering process were accounted 
for; however, since both the hydrophone and shaker signals were filtered in the 
same manner, no filter-induced phase shifts were introduced. Calibration of the dy-
namic pressure responses was complicated by the dependence of hydrophone char-
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acteristics on cable length and the uncertainty in the volts/psi output constants. 
Manufacturer specifications for the LC-32 hydrophone do not include attenuation 
characteristics below 5 kHz and no phase-shift information is available. As a result, 
field and laboratory hydrophone calibration tests were performed. The field tests 
were carried out at Morrow Point Dam and were designed to yield relative gain 
and phase-shift characteristics of the hydrophones, while the laboratory tests were 
aimed at identifying proper output constants. 
The procedure for the field calibration tests involved placing both hydrophones 
on the upstream face of Block 10 at a depth of 50 feet. A single frequency sweep 
was run in which sy=etric pressure responses were obtained. Responses from the 
hydrophone with 330 feet of cable relative to those of the one with 120 feet of cable 
are given in Figure 5.6 in terms of amplitude (AC) and phase (PHC) correction 
factors. Values for AC and PHC are determined as follows: 
and 
AC = Aref 
Asso 
PHC = Bsso - Bref , 
where Aref, Bref - amplitude and phase of the response measured by the 
reference hydrophone (the one with 120 feet of cable), 
Asso, Bsso - amplitude and phase of the response measured by the 
hydrophone with 330 feet of cable. 
Linear functions were fit to the data; a zero function for PHC resulted. 
Prior to these calibration tests, but after all data presented in this report were 
collected, attempts were made to measure pressure responses at water depths down 
to 400 feet which required that an additional 100 feet of cable be spliced onto the 
original 300 foot cable. During the course of these measurements, it is possible 
that water seeped into the spliced cable, which may explain the scatter in the 
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calibration data (see Figure 5.6). This scattering, which introduces uncertainties 
into the hydrophone calibrations, is not indicative of the quality of the pressure 
responses presented here. 
Following the field calibration tests, an appropriate output constant for the 
reference hydrophone was determined from laboratory tests. The output constant, 
used to convert the response amplitude from volts to psi, was obtained by moving 
the hydrophone up and down in a bucket of water. An amplitude of 0.39 volts/psi, 
which appeared to be nearly independent of frequency in the range of interest, and 
a zero phase shift were found. This information together with the linear fits to the 
data in Figure 5.6 was sufficient to correct the dynamic pressure data. 
5.3.3 Data Samples 
The frequency response data presented in this section demonstrate the type 
and quality obtained during the forced vibration tests at Morrow Point Dam. Only 
a small portion of the data is shown here; a complete set is contained in Appendix 
I. Discussions and interpretations of the data are presented in Section 5.5. 
Samples of acceleration and dynamic pressure responses are shown in Figure 
5.7. Responses are at Block 10 for the symmetric shake. The acceleration response 
is the radial component on the dam crest, and the dynamic pressure is at a depth 
of 50 feet. Four symmetric resonances of the dam with frequencies of 2.95 Hz, 3.95 
Hz, 5.4 Hz, and 6.7 Hz are present. As expected, corresponding water resonances 
also occur. Although not shown here (see Section 5.5), antisymmetric resonances 
occur at frequencies of 3.30 Hz and 6.21 Hz. 
During the second symmetric resonance, accelerations reached 0.0009 g at the 
dam crest, and dynamic water pressures reached 0.010 psi. Accurate determination 
of amplitude and phase for acceleration and dynamic pressure amplitudes down 
to 2.0E-Q6 g and 3.0E-04 psi, respectively, was obtained. Figure 5.8 shows three 
sample traces from the chart recorder for dynamic pressures. The least-squares 
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algorithm accurately fit amplitudes of 0.004 psi, 0.00075 psi, and 0.001 psi. The 
top two traces are typical of calm conditions, while the bottom trace is typical 
of moderately windy conditions when wave action disturbed the aluminum pipe 
housing the hydrophone cable. 
5.3.4 Water Level 
During the forced vibration testing the water level remained fairly constant 
at elevation 7156 (9 feet below the crest). Elevations for the earlier UCB tests 
performed in 1969 and 1972 were 7007 ft and 7160 ft (158 and 5 feet below the 
crest). These elevations together with that of the canyon bottom are shown in 
Figure 5.9. 
5.4 Idealization of Morrow Point Dam 
The finite element models of the dam, foundation, and water used in the anal-
ysis of Morrow Point Dam are described below. A full 3-D analysis of the arch 
dam system was not performed because of cost and computer storage limitations. 
Instead, separate 3-D analyses were conducted with two geometrically symmetric 
finite element models, each representing part of the system to one side of the plane 
of centers (see Figure 5.3) with either symmetric or antisymmetric boundary condi-
tions employed at the center plane. The two models are referred to as the right-hand 
side (RHS) and left-hand side (LHS) models, the point of view being downstream. 
Both employ the same dam and foundation mesh geometries but differ according 
to the reservoir geometry and foundation material properties that are chosen to 
match those on the side being modeled. It was hoped that the results from the two 
analyses would envelop those from a full analysis. 
5.4.1 Dam 
Generation of the finite element mesh for Morrow Point Dam is simplified 
because it is a single-centered variable thickness arch dam and, thus, characterized 
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by horizontal circular sections on the upstream and downstream sides of the dam. 
The finite element mesh appears in Figure 5.10 and is symmetric about the x - y 
plane. The element utilized is a shell element with quadratic shape functions and 
eight nodes located at mid-thickness. Element thicknesses can be computed from 
auxiliary upstream and downstream coordinates or can be specified in the input 
data. Abrupt changes in thickness at the spillway section of the dam, although not 
depicted in Figure 5.10, are modeled by assigning appropriate thicknesses to the 
corresponding nodes in the mesh. 
Five degrees of freedom are associated with each node: three translations and 
two rotations of the through-thickness nodal line about axes perpendicular to its 
own axis. Normal stresses perpendicular to the dam mid-thickness plane are set to 
zero. The plane b-e-g-f-a in Figure 5.10 defines the dam-fluid interface in the LHS 
model and the plane b-e-d-f-a is the dam-fluid interface in the RHS model. The 
dam-foundation interface is defined by the plane c-i-h and the plane of symmetry 
is the z = 0 plane (a-f-h), where appropriate boundary conditions are applied in 
the analysis. 
The material properties used in the dam model were obtained from a core 
testing program conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation [35J. In order to monitor 
the physical properties and effects of age on concrete placed in the dam, 10 inch 
diameter cores at various locations were extracted for testing at 60 days, 180 days, 
1 year, 5 years, and 10 years after placement. Tests were conducted to determine 
the density and elastic properties on all cores. Density was determined in the usual 
manner by weighing each core and submerging it in water to obtain the volume of 
the sample. Young's modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio were measured with 
dial gases mounted on an extensometer-compressometer frame, which monitored 
longitudinal and lateral deformations as the core was loaded. Based on the results 
of these tests, the initial value for Young's modulus used in the dynamic analysis 
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was 5.0E + 06 psi and a value of 0.2 was used for Poisson's ratio. The unit weight 
of the concrete was taken· as 150 pcf. 
5.4.2 Foundation 
An appropriate portion of the foundation region is idealized using linear three-
dimensional solid finite elements and is shown in Figure 5.11. Like the dam, the 
foundation mesh is symmetric about the x- y plane. The mesh is constructed with 
planes cut into the adjacent foundation normal to the dam-foundation interface at 
nodal locations. Each normal plane approximates a semicircle whose radius equals 
the dam height; this extent yields a converged dam-foundation eigensolution when 
foundation mass is omitted. 
Material properties for the foundation were obtained from field and laboratory 
tests conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation. Detailed descriptions and results of 
the foundation investigations are given in reference [36]. The variation in Young's 
modulus throughout the foundation adjacent to the dam is shown in Figures 5.12-14 
and was reproduced to the extent possible in the finite element model. An average 
value is 3.8E+06 psi. Poisson's ratio was set to 0.2 and the unit weight of the 
foundation rock was taken to be zero. 
5.4.3 Water Domain 
The LHS and RHS water meshes shown in Figure 5.15 are constructed in 
horizontal layers bounded by contour lines in the reservoir and the upstream face of 
the dam (see Figure 5.3). The element employed is a linear brick element with one 
pressure degree of freedom per node. Each water mesh extends back 663 feet from 
the upstream face of the dam and has a maximum depth of 388 feet. Beyond 663 
feet, the transmitting boundary solution for an infinite fiuid domain is appropriately 
applied since the reservoir is fairly uniform in cross-section (Figure 5.3). The infinite 
fluid domain is also modeled to a depth of 388 feet. 
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The finite element model can be used to represent compressible or incompress-
ible fluid behavior. Boundary conditions include the absorptive condition along the 
reservoir floor and sides and the transmitting condition on the upstream boundary 
which allows transmission of pressure waves in the upstream direction. For incom-
pressible fluid behavior, the reservoir floor and sides are taken to be rigid. Since it 
is assumed that sedimentation in the reservoir is light, the only medium considered 
there is water. 
The reflection coefficient a that enters the absorptive boundary condition along 
the reservoir floor and sides is expressed by equations 4.15 and 4.16. Taking Young's 
modulus of the foundation to be 3.8E+06 psi, Poisson's ratio as 0.2, and the unit 
weight as 125 pcf, a= 0.68 results. However, for reasons stated in Section 5.5.4.2, 
the higher value a = 0.9 is used in all computations with the compressible water 
model, which means a 90% reflection for a pressure wave normally incident to the 
reservoir floor or sides. 
Because of the irregular geometry present in the reservoir, computation of the 
nodal coordinates was time-consuming; however, a semi-automated mesh generator 
and a graphics terminal helped to simplify the procedure. The structure at the 
bottom of the reservoir (see Figure 5.15) is a coffer dam that was built to divert 
the river during construction and was left in place after the dam was completed. 
Its profile is included for completeness and does not significantly alter the response 
behavior. 
5.5 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results, 
Full Reservoir 
5.5.1 Preliminary Comments 
Results from a correlation study using the observed behavior at Morrow Point 
Dam are discussed in this section. Numerical results are obtained from the analysis 
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procedure outlined in Chapter 4. As discussed in the previous section, parameters 
of the finite element models of the dam and foundation were obtained from actual 
field and laboratory tests. The objective of the finite element study was not only to 
match vibration characteristics at resonance, but also to match the actual frequency 
response curves. 
The analysis of Morrow Point Dam was performed on the geometrically sym-
metric LHS and RHS 3-D models, and results from both are included in the compar-
isons. Predictions from the LHS model are compared with the experimental data 
obtained to the left of Block 10 (looking downstream) and, similarly, RHS results 
are compared with data obtained to the right of Block 10. 
The correlation study was carried out by first calibrating the numerical models 
using experimental data obtained from the antisymmetric shake. The concrete and 
foundation rock stiffnesses were scaled equally to yield a match in the fundamental 
resonant frequency. Modal damping ratios for the dam-foundation substructure 
were then determined by matching experimental and numerical resonant peak am-
plitudes on the dam crest. Once satisfactory agreement was obtained, analyses of 
the dam were then performed for the symmetric shake using similar stiffnesses and 
damping. Both incompressible and compressible fluid behavior were considered. 
The numerical results employed 12 modes of the dam-foundation substructure 
in all cases. Values of modal damping for the first two antisymmetric modes were 
chosen to fit the experimental data of the first two antisymmetric resonances at full 
reservoir. These values indicated the contribution to the damping from the dam-
foundation substructure to be on the order of 1% to 1.5%. Therefore, damping 
values for the higher modes in the antisymmetric analyses (both incompressible 
and compressible water models) were set to 1.3%. For the symmetric analyses, 
where no fitting was performed, damping values for all dam-foundation modes were 
set to 1.5%, again in both the incompresssible and compressible water models. 
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The compressible water model employed in the calculations appeared to be of 
the type shown in Figure 4.2( a) in which the fundamental resonant frequency of the 
infinite uniform portion, !J, equals that of the entire water domain, fwat· This was 
true for both antisymmetric response (fj = !:;,.. = 7.06 Hz LHS, = 8.14 Hz RHS) 
and symmetric response (!J = f!at = 3.81 Hz LHS, = 4.14 Hz RHS). These values 
will be used later to estimate the effect of water compressibility on the computed 
dam response. 
In the following sections, plots are presented that contain frequency responses 
of dam accelerations on the crest and water pressures on the upstream face of the 
dam. Both amplitude and phase information are shown, and the amplitudes are 
normalized by the exciting force. In these plots, curves that appear as solid lines 
represent experimental data, while the numerical results are indicated by dashed 
curves. 
Plots are also presented of the response shapes of the dam crest and center 
cantilever (radial component) and the water pressure at the resonant frequencies. 
In order to provide the best correlation to the experimental data, the comparisons 
are made with the computed resonating shapes that result from the shaker excita-
tion and not with the system eigenvectors. To depict both amplitude and phase 
information, the shapes are plotted at five equally spaced time instants over a half 
cycle of response. For the antisymmetric response shapes, the initial time instant is 
taken when the response amplitude at a reference point (crest of Blocks 7 and 13 for 
dam response, Blocks 7 and 12 at a 100 foot depth for water pressure) reaches zero. 
For the symmetric response shapes, the initial time instant corresponds to maxi-
mum response amplitude at a reference point (crest of Block 10 for dam response 
and Block 10 at a 300 foot depth for water pressure). The plots of the measured 
and computed shapes are scaled to the same amplitude with the scale factors given 
in the figures. 
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Table 1 presents a summary of the resonant frequencies and damping values 
pertaining to Morrow Point Dam for the full reservoir case (water level 9 feet below 
the crest). Both experimental and numerical results are presented. 
5.5.2 Antisymmetric Behavior 
5.5.2.1 Incompressible Water Model 
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show measured and computed frequency response curves 
for crest acceleration. The Young's moduli of the dam and foundation were scaled 
uniformly by a factor Erat to yield a match in the fundamental resonant frequency 
at 3.30 Hz. Required factors were close to unity; Erat = 0.93 and 1.00 for the 
LHS and RHS models, respectively. The difference between these values arises from 
different added masses in the two models, greater on the right where the reservoir is 
narrower (see Figure 5.3) . Modal damping values for the first two resonances were 
obtained by matching the measured and computed resonant amplitudes at Block 
13 for the RHS model and at Block 7 for the LHS model. Resulting values were 
1.5% experimental {half-power determination), 1.62% LHS model and 1.47% RHS 
model for mode 1. Values for mode 2 were 3.3% experimental, 1.45% LHS model 
and 1.14% RHS model. Recall that the damping values for the numerical model 
are associated with modes of the dam-foundation system only. 
The agreement between the measured and computed response curves in Figures 
5.16 and 5.17 below 5 Hz, including the fundamental resonance, is very good. The 
180 degree phase shift through the fundamental resonance is characteristic of a 
single degree-of-freedom oscillator and indicates that almost no modal interference 
is present there. The jagged peaks in the experimental phase curves around 5 Hz 
are considered to be inaccurate because of the relatively small crest accelerations 
measured there. 
In the vicinity of the second resonance, the agreement is not as good. The 
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predicted resonant frequency exceeds the experimental value by 8% (average value 
from LHS and RHS models). The smaller analytical damping values are consistent 
with the shapes of the resonant peaks shown in the figures which are thinner than the 
experimental ones. This difference in damping values may be due to contamination 
of the measured antisymmetric resonance at 6.21 Hz from symmetric resonances at 
5.4 Hz and 6.7 Hz. The phase plots in the vicinity of the second resonance indicate 
that some modal interference may be present. 
The same level of agreement present in the acceleration response curves can be 
seen in the pressure responses in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 even though no further fitting 
of the experimental data has been performed. The influence of reservoir geometry 
on the relative amplitudes of the pressures accounts for the larger responses on the 
right side of the dam where the reservoir is narrower. Because the true reservoir 
geometry is between those of the finite element models, the effects of reservoir 
geometry on the predicted pressure responses may appear slightly exaggerated. 
Nonetheless, the good match obtained for the pressure comparison relieves some of 
the concerns expressed earlier regarding the hydrophone calibrations. 
To further evaluate how well the numerical model can predict the observed 
dam response, a correlation between the calculated resonating shapes and those 
determined experimentally is presented in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 (dam crest) and 
in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 (pressure profile). The wiggles in the measured dam crest 
shapes are due to the four separate vibration tests used to measure the crest re-
sponse; probably, the dam did not respond in exactly the same manner in each test. 
The similarity in the crest shapes between the first and second resonances can be 
explained by the fact that the second resonance is a higher cantilever mode (see 
UCB test results in reference {17]). This is also evident in the pressure profile of 
Figure 5.23. The crossover in the pressure profile near the 100 foot depth accounts 
for the small amplitudes at the second resonance in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. Overall, 
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the agreement between the computed and measured resonating shapes is very good 
at both resonances. 
5.5.2.2 Compressible Water Model 
With water compressibility neglected, the hydrodynamic effects on the dam 
response are equivalent to added mass terms, which are real-valued and indepen-
dent of excitation frequency. A compressible water solution, however, introduces 
complex-valued, frequency-dependent, added mass terms. Actually, only the real 
part is added mass; the imaginary part represents added damping. The added 
damping results from pressure wave absorption along the reservoir floor and sides 
and from the energy radiation due to the propagation of pressure waves in the 
upstream direction. 
The comparison between the computed and measured results as presented in 
Figures 5.16 to 5.23 for the incompressible water model is duplicated in Figures 5.24 
to 5.27, 5.29 to 5.32 for the compressible water model. Values of Erat to match the 
fundamental resonant frequency increased by only 2% over those used previously 
because the increase in the added mass from water compressibility was slight at 
this frequency significantly below /!;,at = 7.06 LHS, 8.14 RHS. Numerical damping 
values to match the measured resonant peak amplitudes decreased by 12% (LHS) 
and 20% (RHS) at the fundamental resonance and by 28% (LHS) and 69% (RHS) 
at the second resonance due to the additional damping mechanism associated with 
compressible water. 
The agreement between the measured and computed frequency response curves 
(see Figures 5.24 to 5.27) below 5 Hz is similar to that obtained with the incompress-
ible water model since water compressibility has a negligible effect in this frequency 
range which is considerably below /':.at· Some improvement is seen at the second 
resonance regarding the frequency match where the difference is now only 2.6% 
(average value from LHS and RHS models), which is less than the 8% difference 
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obtained with the incompressible water model and is the result of the higher added 
mass near !:;at· This increased added mass is not evident in Figures 5.26 and 5.27 
since the pressure response at the second resonance is small because of the crossover 
at the 100 foot depth, but it is evident in Figure 5.28 where the pressure response 
at Block 12 at 300 feet is shown. The comparison is shown for both incompress-
ible and compressible models. As with the incompressible water model, very good 
agreement is obtained between the measured and computed resonating shapes in 
Figures 5.29 to 5.32. 
5.5.3 Discussion of Water Compressibility Effects 
In order to determine the effect of water compressibility on the dam response, 
the following general criteria are employed. Here, f..,at is the fundamental resonant 
frequency of the water only, and f dam is the fundamental resonant frequency of the 
dam-foundation system without water. These criteria should be applied separately 




fwat > 1.5 , 
dam 
then the response of the dam is mostly independent of water compressibility effects 
at and below the fundamental resonant frequency of the dam-foundation-water sys-
tem. Possible effects at higher frequencies may be present. 
If 
fwat < l.l , 
!dam 
then water compressibility effects on the dam-foundation-water system are pro-
nounced. 
If 
1.1 < /fwat < l.S, 
dam 
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water compressibility effects should fall somewhere between the two extremes above. 
Morrow Point Dam 
Applying these criteria to the behavior at Morrow Point Dam reveals the foJ.. 
lowing. Values of /vrat and /dam given below are averages from the RHS and LHS 
models. 
Antisymmetric Response: 
Based on the numerical results obtained from the compressible water solution, 
the fundamental frequency associated with the water is 7.6 Hz. The computed 
fundamental frequency of the dam and foundation (excluding water) is 4.1 Hz, 
which yields a ratio 
/!at = .7.6 Hz = l.S. 
f:tam 4.1 Hz 
According to the above criteria, the antisymmetric response of the dam-foundation-
water system should not be affected by water compressibility in its fundamental 
resonance. This is consistent with the findings of the correlation study. The effect 
of water compressibility seen at the higher resonance was mentioned as a possibility 
in the criteria. 
Symmetric Response: 
Numerical results presented in the next section indicate the fundamental fre-
quency of the dam and foundation to be 4.2 Hz; that of the water is 3.97 Hz. The 
ratio associated with the symmetric response of the dam is 
/!at = 3.97 Hz = 0.95 ' 
/J.am 4.2 Hz 
and it appears, then, that water compressibility effects will play a significant role 
in the response behavior. 
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Comment 
The above results suggest an interesting procedure for investigating water com-
pressibility effects. Since water compressibility will not significantly influence the 
antisymmetric response of Morrow Point Dam, experimental data from an anti-
symmetric shake can be used to calibrate a finite element model without concern 
over water compressibility effects. This calibration should result in reasonable val-
ues for Young's moduli and damping associated with the dam and the foundation. 
The calibrated model can then be used to reproduce the experimental data from 
a symmetric shake (where compressibility should be important) in two analyses-
one incorporating and one neglecting water compressibility. Such a procedure is 
followed here and continues in the next section. 
5.5.4 Symmetric Behavior 
5.5.4.1 Incompressible Water Model 
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the experimental and computed frequency responses 
for crest acceleration at Block 10 and pressure at a depth of 300 feet on Block iO for 
the symmetric shake. Agreement between the observed and computed behavior from 
the incompressible water model is poor, including the correlation between resonant 
frequencies and peak amplitudes. It should be noted that the numerical model was 
the same one that successfully reproduced the antisymmetric forced vibration data 
(see Section 5.5.2.1). Similar damping values of 1.5% in all dam-foundation modes 
were used. The lower peak amplitudes in the experimental data, however, suggest 
that much higher damping is present (determined to be about 4% of critical for 
the first 3 resonances, see Table 1). If 1.5% is a reasonable value for the dam and 
foundation contributions (true for the antisy=etric response), then the presence 
of another damping mechanism is suggested. One possibility is that associated with 
water compressibility, which cannot be directly accounted for by an incompressible 
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water model. Of course, it is also possible that the amount of foundation radiation 
damping is greater under symmetric response than under antisymmetric response. 
A comparison of the experimental and computed response shapes of the dam 
crest, center cantilever, and water pressure at the first three resonances is shown 
in Figures 5.35 to 5.43. The computed resonances at 3.30 Hz, 5.32 Hz and 6.07 Hz 
(average values from RHS and LHS models) correspond to the measured ones of 
2.95 Hz, 3.95 Hz, and 5.4 Hz, respectively. This correlation demonstrates the poor 
accuracy in the computed resonant frequencies. In addition, a discrepancy exists in 
the cantilever shape of the dam at the second resonance (see Figure 5.39), where the 
expected higher cantilever mode (with its crossover) is missing in the experimental 
data, leaving a similarity in the measured response shapes of the dam at the first 
two resonances. Also, the experimental pressure response at the second resonance, 
which contains a crossover (see Figure 5.42), cannot be attributed to the shape of 
the dam response as is the case for the computed results. These points will be 
clarified in the following section. 
5.5.4.2 Compressible Water Model 
The numerical results presented in this section were obtained with a compress-
ible water model and appear in Figures 5.44 to 5.54, which parallel Figures 5.33 
to 5.43 for the incompressible water model. The numerical model used here is the 
same one used in Section 5.5.2.2 which successfully reproduced the antisymmetric 
forced vibration data, and except for the inclusion of water compressibilty and a 
2% difference in Erat, is the same as that used in the previous section. Also, as in 
the previous section, damping values are 1.5% in all dam-foundation modes and no 
fitting has been performed. 
Examination of Figures 5.44 and 5.45 shows that the inclusion of water com-
pressibilty has reduced the computed resonant peak amplitudes to reasonable levels 
and improved the match to the observed resonant frequencies (as compared to the 
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results with incompressible water of Figures 5.33 and 5.34). These improvements 
are attributed to the added damping from the compressible water and to the res-
onance of the hydrodynamic terms in equation 4.25 at the fundamental frequency 
of the water, /!at• determined to be 3.81 Hz for the LHS model and 4.14 Hz for 
the RHS model. As these values equal J; for the respective models, the numerical 
water model appears to be of the class shown in Figure 4.2(a). 
The amount of disagreement in Figures 5.44 and 5.45 indicates that consider-
able parameter adjustment of Erat• a, and damping values would be required to 
achieve the quality of the match attained for the antisymmetric response. In this 
regard, the too highly damped second resonance in the numerical results would 
present a problem because even if the dam-foundation contribution to the damping 
were reduced to zero, the computed peak amplitude would still be only 60% of the 
measured amplitude. Thus, the amount of damping attributed to the compressible 
water appears to be overestimated by the finite element model in the frequency 
range above the fundamental water frequency, f!at = fJ, which is where such 
damping is largest. Lowering a below 0.9 worsens the problem and raising it to 
1.0 helps, but not much because the change in a is small; this is why a high value 
was chosen in the first place. The reservoir could conceivably be made bounded 
5000 feet upstream where a bend exists in the river (see Figure 5.2), but with a 
reasonable a, pressure wave reflections would decay to small values by the time they 
returned to the dam. Thus, bounding the reservoir at this distance would have little 
effect on the computed dam response. 
The resonating shapes of the dam response and water pressure (see Figures 
5.46 to 5.54) show good agreement between the measured and computed results. 
The cantilever crossover in the computed shape at the second resonance (see Figure 
5.50) has largely been eliminated, and is now much closer to the measured shape 
than that computed using incompressible water (see Figure 5.39). The question 
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of modal orthogonality, which arises because of the similar shapes of the first two 
dam resonances, can be addressed by considering the system mode shapes which 
include the water response, and it is the water that has distinctly different behaviors 
at the two resonances (see Figures 5.52 and 5.53). The crossover in the pressure 
response at the second resonance is probably due to f!at being exceeded and the 
resulting presence of the second water mode, which contains the crossover. This 
feature cannot be duplicated by the incompressible water model. 
5.6 Direct Evidence of Water Compressibility 
The importance of water compressibility on the symmetric response seen in the 
previous section motivates the direct determination of f!a.t from the experimental 
data so that a comparison with the computed value can be made. However, the 
observed resonances in the water pressure response coincide with the resonances of 
the dam-foundation-water system (see Figure 5.7, for example) and do not occur at 
the resonant frequencies of the water body itself. Because of this, several researchers 
have tried to isolate the fundamental resonance of the water body by normalizing a 
representative pressure frequency response with a representative dam acceleration 
frequency response [11,13]. Such an attempt is presented in Figures 5.55 using both 
experimental data and computed LHS results with compressible water. Shown are 
the magnitude, phase, real and imaginary parts of the normalized quantity. The 
pressure response selected is at Block 10 at a depth of 300 feet (symmetric shake, 
Figure 5.45) and the normalizing dam acceleration is taken at the crest of Block 10 
(symmetric shake Figure 5.44). 
Both sets of normalized pressure responses in Figure 5.55 show a resonant 
behavior. However, the resonant frequency indicated for the LHS water model is 
3.35 Hz, which differs considerably from the known value of f!at equal to 3.81 Hz. 
Also, the character of the resonance indicated for the LHS water model is not the 
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expected one since the water model is believed to be of the class shown in Figure 
4.2( a). Therefore, based on the results with the numerical model·, the normalized 
pressure method for determining f! .. , is judged to be invalid. Note that the appar-
ent resonances in Figure 5.55 both peak at the frequencies where the normalizing 
accelerations reach minimums (see Figure 5.44). Thus, the resonances of Figure 
5.55 are thought to be artificial and not indicative of the true resonant behavior 
of either the LHS water model or the actual water domain. For the normalized 
pressure method to work, the shapes of the dam response (which excite the water) 
must not change in the frequency interval examined, and although this is not too far 
from the present case, the slight changes in the cantilever responses that do occur 
(see Figures 5.49 and 5.50) are apparently enough to prevent the water behavior 
from being revealed. 
A theoretically valid procedure to isolate the response of a resonating water 
mode is to extract the modal amplitude from the water pressure response and to 
normalize it by the amplitude of the component of the dam acceleration which 
delivers a pure excitation to the water mode. This requires prior knowledge of 
the shape of the water mode and of the distribution of pressure and acceleration 
everywhere on the upstream face of the dam. With these criteria not met here, the 
pressures and accelerations measured at Block 10 are assumed to be representative 
of the distribution on the entire dam face. In addition, the vertical distribution of 
the fundamental water mode at Block 10 is assumed to be 
cos(7ry/2H), 
where y - vertical distance from the reservoir floor 
H - water depth, 
which is ~actly true for a reservoir of constant depth with a - 1.0. Thus, the 
quantity 
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Z(w) = fo: PnLKto(Y, w) 
fo anLKto(y, w) 
cos ifldy 
cos ifldy 
where PnLKto(y,w) = vertical distribution of pressure at Block 10 
anLKlO (y, w) = vertical distribution of acceleration (radial component) 
at Block 10 
will be used to isolate the fundamental resonance of the water. Plots of IZ(w)l, the 
phase of Z(w), and the real and imaginary parts of Z(w) are presented in Figure 
5.56 for the experimental data and computed LHS results with compressible water. 
The curves in Figure 5.56 obtained from the numerical results now peak at 
3.88 Hz, which is near the computed value /!,., = 3.81 Hz for the LHS model. 
The resonant behavior is that expected for the fundamental water mode for the 
class of reservoir models shown in Figure 4.2(a) and is characterized by a transition 
from real (standing wave) below /!at = J; to imaginary (traveling wave) beyond 
through a phase shift of 90 degrees. This successful isolation of the fundamental 
water resonance from the numerical results is due to the theoretical validity of the 
method and reasonableness of the two assumptions noted above. Thus, the curves 
in Figure 5.56 obtained from the experimental results are expected to represent the 
true behavior of the actual water domain. 
Comparison between the curves in Figure 5.56 obtained from the experimental 
and numerical results shows significant differences in the resonant frequency, ampli-
tude, and character of the resonance. However, the resonant frequency of the water 
obtained from the experimental data, 3.30 Hz, although lower than the computed 
value/!,., = 3.81 Hz, is not unreasonable and is consistent with the lower observed 
resonant frequencies of the system at the fundamental symmetric and second anti-
symmetric resonances (see Figures 5.44 and 5.24). Note that a lower /!at implies a 
lower f:at· 
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In addition, consider the concept of effective water depth 
c 
Hell= ~J' , wat 
as adapted from the exact expression for a reservoir of constant depth. With 
f!at = 3.81 Hz (computed value), Hell = 310 feet, and with the estimated ac-
tual value f!at = 3.30 Hz, Hell = 358 feet is obtained. Lowering the computed 
value for f:.at to 3.30 Hz would require increasing the effective depth of the water 
mesh from 310 feet to 358 feet, which would still be 29 feet less than the maximum 
water depth employed of 387 feet. Inclusion of the construction notch (mentioned 
in reference 34, see Figure 5.9) at the base of the dam would cause Hell to increase; 
however, the notch was omitted from the analysis because of uncertainties concern-
ing its profile around the dam and its continued existence. Note that steepening 
of the canyon walls would also raise Hell• Although considerable effort was spent 
modeling the actual contours of the reservoir, improvement in the water mesh may 
still be possible. A more refined, perhaps full 3-D analysis, of the reservoir will be 
considered in the future. 
The character of the resonance exhibited by the experimental curves in Figure 
5.56 resembles the mixed resonance depicted in Figure 4.2(b) more than the other 
type of resonance shown in Figure 4.2(a) which is similar to that produced by 
the numerical water model. The positive and negative peaks of the real part (see 
Figure 5.56) are characteristic of a bounded domain, while the lingering imaginary 
part and the phase shift closer to 90 degrees than to 180 degrees are characteristic 
of an infinite domain. This behavior was shown to occur in Section 4.5 when 
the fundamental resonant frequency of the water, fwat• was less than that of the 
infinite region, fi, above which travelling waves can only exist. An increase in 
Hell of the water mesh in the region between the dam and transmitting boundary 
would produce such a situation. Additional fea~ures of the experimental curves are 
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the higher resonant peak amplitude and smaller post resonance imaginary part as 
compared to the curves corresponding to the numerical results. The first feature 
may be due in part (as suggested by Figure 4.2(b)) to the water resonance occurring 
below !I and may not imply that o: is closer to 1.0. The second helps to explain 
the excessive damping in the second symmetric resonance of the numerical results. 
Thus, it is possible that reasonable modifications to the water mesh would lead to 
good agreement between the curves in Figure 5.56 and ultimately to an improvement 
in the comparison for the experimental and computed dam responses. 
Factors other than reservoir geometry could also contribute to a lower f!at· 
The through-thickness flexibility of the upstream face of the dam (not considered in 
the analysis) as well as the elasticity of the canyon (only pressure wave absorption 
included in the analysis) are two possibilities. If each of these factors contributes a 
5% reduction in /:Vat• then most of the desired change would be accounted for. Soft 
deposits (partially saturated) on the reservoir floor would have a sini.ilar effect. All 
of these possible factors deserve further investigation. 
Finally, in light of possible errors in the experimental data and the relatively 
coarse spacing of the stations at Block 10 (see Figure 5.4), the interpretations of 
the experimental curves in Figure 5.56 should be viewed as preliminary until more 
complete and accurate data can be obtained. It is possible that a value for the 
fundamental water frequency higher than 3.30 Hz, which may be a little low, will 
result, as well as changes in the character of the resonance. 
5. 7 UCB Forced Vibration Tests on Morrow Point Dam 
Researchers from the University of California in Berkeley performed forced 
vibration experiments on Morrow Point Dam in October 1969 (16] and again in 
June 1972 (17]. The early test was conducted with the water surface 158 feet below 
the crest, as shown in Figure 5.9. During t!J.e later test, the reservoir was nearly full, 
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approximately 4 feet above the level during the 1985 Caltech test. UCB employed 
two shakers of the same type as Caltech's but placed them 47 feet to each side of the 
centerline and operated them in phase for symmetric response and out of phase for 
antisymmetric response. Statham accelerometers, type A4, were used to measure 
the dam accelerations. No hydrodynamic pressure measurements were made. 
Resonant frequencies and damping values obtained by UCB and Caltech at 
full reservoir agree well (see Table 2). This indicates that the dynamic properties 
of the dam remained unchanged for 13 years preceding 1985, which supports the 
effort described below to reproduce the 1969 UCB data with the finite element 
model calibrated using the 1985 Caltech data. UCB did miss the first and third 
symmetric resonances, the first presumably because of its depressed response (see 
Figure 5.7) and the third because of the existence of nodes of radial motion on the 
crest near the shaker locations (see Figure 5.48). 
The comparison between the 1969 UCB experimental data at the lower water 
level and the computed results are presented in Figure 5.57 for the antisymmetric 
shake, in Figure 5.58 for the symmetric shake, and in Table 3. Except for the 
lower water level and the new shaker arrangement, the numerical models are the 
same ones used previously which were calibrated to the antisymmetric experimental 
data obtained by Caltech at water level 7156 feet. The computed antisymmetric 
responses at Blocks 8 and 14 (see Figure 5.57) were obtained with the LHS and RHS 
compressible water models, respectively. The LHS model results for the symmetric 
responses at Block 10 are presented in Figure 5.58 for both incompressible and 
compressible water models. No fitting of the numerical results to the data obtained 
at the low water level was done. 
The agreement between the measured and computed antisymmetric responses 
in Figure 5.57 is considered to be reasonable and not too inferior to that obtained 
for the full reservoir case where fitting was performed. Water compressiblity effects 
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on the antisy=etric responses are negligible due to the high resonant frequency 
f~at = 11.67 Hz (LHS and RHS average) resulting from the low water level. For 
the symmetric responses (Figure 5.58), the agreement is much poorer, especially 
with the incompressible water model, as was also the case with the full reservoir. 
One unusual feature of the experimental data is the close spacing of the first two 
measured resonant frequencies at 3.67 Hz and 4.52 Hz. This behavior is not re-
produced in the numerical results, but could occur if J:,at (equal to 6.25 Hz LHS 
for the lower water level) were reduced. A decrease in /:,at would push the second 
resonant frequency down more than the first and improve the agreement between 
the observed resonant frequencies and those computed with the compressible water 
model. The smaller value for /:,at would also be consistent with the findings of the 
previous section. 
5.8 Influence of Water Depth 
Experimental and numerical results regarding the effect of water depth on the 
resonant frequencies of Morrow Point Dam are summarized in Table 4. The second 
resonant frequency for the symmetric response is sensitive to water compressibility 
since it is close to J:,att and since the two frequencies cross as the water level is 
changed from 158 feet to 9 feet below the crest. A smaller J:,,.t would probably 
reduce the discrepancy in the frequency shift for the second symmetric resonance 
associated with the two levels (-12.6% experimental versus -18.1% numerical with 
water compressibility included). The important effect of the water on the dynamic 
response of Morrow Point Dam is reflected in the predicted 27% shift in fundamental 
frequency of symmetric response from empty to full reservoir conditions. 
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llxperlmental Computod 
incomjll"essible W a1<:r Compressible Water 
Mode 
' F(Hz) ~(%) LHS RHS LHS RHS 
F(Hz) ~(%) F(Hz) ~(%) F(Hz) ~(%) F(Hz) ~(%) 
lA 3.30 1.5 3.31 1.62 3.31 1.47 3.31 1.42 3.31 1.18 
2A 6.21 3.3 6.76 1.45 6.70 1.14 6.35 1.05 6.40 0.35 
IS 2.95 4.0 3.29 --- ! 3.31 --- 3.05 --- 3.10 ---
2S 3.95 3.9 5.33 
i 
5.31 4.21 4.47 -- ! -·- --- ---
3S 5.40 4.3 6.11 --- ' 6.03 -·- 5.96 --- 5.88 ---
Table 1. Resonant frequencies and damping values of Morrow Point Dam with full reservoir (water 
elevation 7156). Experimental damping values were determined by the balf-power method, 
wbile values used in the aualysis represent only the dam and foundation conlribution 




F(Hz) ~(%) F(Hz) ~(%) 
lA 3.30 1.5 3.21 1.6 
2A 6.21 3.3 6.05 2.5-3.5 
IS 2.95 4.0 missed 
2S 3.95 3.9 3.93 3.0 
3S 5.40 4.3 ' missed 
4S 6.70 3.4 6.73 3.8 
Table 2. Summary of Data from Caltech (water elevation 
7156) and 1972 UCB Forced Vibration Tests 
(water elevation 7160) at full reservoir. 




Incompresssible Water Compressible Water 
F(Hz) ~(%) LHS RHS LHS 
F(Hz) F(Hz) F(Hz) 
lA 3.73 1.4 3.78 3.78 3.69 
2A 6.67 1.8 7.16 7.16 6.93 
lS 3.67 3.3 3.83 3.93 3.78 
2S 4.52 2.3 5.79 5.84 5.22 
3S missed --- 6.62 6.73 6.57 
TABLE 3. Resonant frequencies and damping values of Morrow Point 
Dam with partially full reservoir (water elevation 7007). 
Experimental damping values were determined by the 
half-power niethod. The numerical model was fit to only 











Empty Partial Full %Change %Change 
Reservoir Res. (Hz) Res. (Hz) EmptytoFuU Partial to Full 
lA FYT --- 3.73 3.30 -- -11.5 
lA FEM(comp) 4.10 3.74 3.31 -19.3 -11.5 
lA FEM (inc) 4.10 3.78 3.31 ·19.3 -12.4 
2A FYT --- 6.67 6.21 --- -6.9 
2A FEM(comp) 8.19 6.93 6.38 -22.1 -7.9 
2A FEM (inc) 8.19 7.16 6.73 -17.8 ·6.0 
1S FYT -- 3.67 2.95 - -19.6 
IS FEM(comp) 4.23 3.84 3.08 -27.2 -19.8 
IS FEM (inc) 4.23 3.88 3.30 -21.9 -15.0 
2S FVT --- 4.52 3.95 --- -12.6 
2S FEM(comp) 7.04 5.30 4.34 -38.4 -18.1 
2S FEM (inc) 7.04 5.82 5.32 -24.4 -8.6 
Table 4. Summary of resonant frequencies of Morrow Point Dam with empty, partially full 
(water elevation 7007) aod full (water elevation 7156) reservoirs. The numerical 
model was fit only to the antisymmetric experimental data. Calculated values are 
averages from LHS and RHS models. FVT =forced vibration test, FEM =finite 
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Figure 5.2 
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Aerial view of Morrow Point Dam and reservoir. Taken from refer-
ence [34[. 
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Figure 5.3 Topography of site at Morrow Point Dam. Taken from reference 
[34]. 
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Figure 5.5 Frequency response curves for a typical FBA used at Morrow Point 
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Figure 5.6 Frequency response curves for relative amplitude (AC) and phase an-
gle (PHC) for the hydrophones with 120 feet (reference hydrophone) 
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Frequency response curves obtained at Morrow Point Dam for the 
sy=etric shake. Shown a.re the radial components of acceleration 
and phase on the crest at Block 10 and the pressure and phase a.t a 
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Figure 5.9 Section of Morrow Point Dam at the plane of centers showing water 
levels during various forced vibration tests. 
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X 
Figure 5.10 Finite element mesh of the symmetric half of Morrow Point Dam con-
structed with higher order thick shell elements. The dam-foundation 
interface is defined by c-i-h and the plane of symmetry is a-f-h. The 
dam-fluid interface is defined by region b-e-g-f-a for the LHS model 
and region b-e-d-f-a for the RHS model. 
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Figure 5.11 Finite element mesh of the foundation used in the symmetric 3-D 
analysis of Morrow Point Dam. The model is assumed to be mass-
less and is composed of solid brick elements. The dam-foundation 
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Stream section-geologic section showing elasticity related to rock 
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Figure 5.16 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtained for the 
antisymmetric shake at Blocks 15 and 13 on the dam crest. Shown 
are the radial components of acceleration and phase. The solid 
curves represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote 
the computed response. An incompressible water model was used 
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Figure 5.17 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtaine<i for the 
antisymmetric shake at Blocks 7 and. 5 on the dam crest. Shown are 
the radial components of acceleration and phase. The solid curves 
represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote the 
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Figure 5.18 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Blocks 
15 and 12 at a depth of 100 feet. The responses are obtained for the 
antisymmetric shake. The solid curves represent the experimental 
data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses obtained 
with an incompressible water model. 
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Figure 5.19 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Blocks 
7 and 5 at a depth of 100 feet. The responses are obtained for the 
antisy=etric shake. The solid curves represent the experimental 
data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses obtained 
with an incompressible water model. 
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~XI'~IIIftENTRL 
FIIEQ • 3.30H! 
8.443XIC"5 G/KIP 7. 973XIC"5 G/KIP 
C:aMPUTEC 
FIIEQ - 3. :SIH! FIIEQ • 3.31H! 
Figure 5.20 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the first antisym-
metric resonance determined experimentally and computed numer-
ically using an incompressible water model. 
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z. ~uuo-5 GIKir 
FI'IEQ • &.21HZ 
Z. 6li5Xl C -s G/K I r 
FIIEQ • 6.7&HZ 
Figure 5.21 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the second anti-
symmetric resonance determined experimentally and computed nu-
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Figure 5.24 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtained for the 
antisymmetric shake at Blocks 15 and 13 on the dam crest. Shown 
are the radial components of acceleration and phase. The solid 
curves represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote 
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Figure 5.25 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtained for the 
a.ntisymmetric shake at Blocks 7 and 5 on the dam crest. Shown are 
the radial components of acceleration and phase. The solid curves 
represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote the 
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Figure 5.26 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Blocks 
15 and 12 at a depth of 100 feet. The responses are obtained for the 
antisymmetric shake. The solid curves represent the experimental 
data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses obtained 
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Figure 5.27 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Blocks 
7 and S at a depth of 100 feet. The responses are obtained for the 
antisy=etric shake. The solid curves represent the experimental 
data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses obtained 
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Figure 5.28 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam a.t Block 
12 a.t a depth of 300 feet. The responses are obtained for the an-
tisymmetric shake. Comparisons are shown for both incompress-
ible (left) and compressible (right) water models. The solid curves 
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Figure 5.29 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the first antisym-
metric resonance determined experimentally and computed numer-
ically using a compressible water modeL 
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Figure 5.30 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the second anti-
symmetric resonance determined experimentally and computed nu-
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Figure 5.33 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtained for the 
symmetric shake at Block 10 on the dam crest. Shown are the radial 
components of acceleration and phase. Comparisons are shown for 
both LHS (left) and RHS (right} water models. The solid curves 
represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote the 
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Figure 5.34 Measured a.nd computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Block 
10 at a depth of 300 feet. The responses are obtained for the sym-
metric shake. Comparisons are shown for both LHS (left) a.nd RHS 
(right) water models. The solid curves represent the experimental 
data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses. An 
incompressible water model was used in the analysis. 
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Figure 5.35 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the first sy=et-
ric resonance determined experimentally and computed numerically 
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Figure 5.36 Comparison of the dam crest response sha.pes for the second symmet-
ric resona.nce determined experimentally a.nd computed numerica.lly 
using a.n incompressible wa.ter model. 
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Figure 5.37 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the third symmet-
ric resonance determined. experimentally and computed numerically 
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Figure 5.44 Measured and computed frequency response curves obtained for the 
sy=etric shake at Block 10 on the dam crest. Shown are the radial 
components of acceleration and phase. Comparisons are shown for 
both LHS (left) and RHS (right) water models. The solid curves 
represent the experimental data and the dashed curves denote the 
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Figure 5.45 Measured and computed frequency response curves for hydrody-
namic pressure and phase on the upstream face of the dam at Block 
10 at a depth of 300 feet. The responses are obtained for the sym-
metric shake. Comparisons are shown for both LHS (left) and RHS 
(right) water models. The solid curves represent the experimen-
tal data and the dashed curves denote the computed responses. A 
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Figure 5.46 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the first sy=et-
ric resonance determined experimentally and computed numerically 
using a compressible water model. 
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Figure 5.47 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the second symmet-
ric resonance determined experimentally and computed numerically 
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Figure 5.48 Comparison of the dam crest response shapes for the third symmet-
ric resonance determined experimentally and computed numerically 
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Figure 5.55 Comparison of normalized pressure responses {pressure at Block 10 
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at Block 10, symmetric shake) determined using both experimental 
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Figure 5.56 Comparison of Z(w) determined using both experimental data and 
computed LHS results. Shown are the magnitude, phase, real and 
imaginary parts. The solid curves represent the quantity obtained 
with the experimental data and the dashed curves were computed 
from the numerical results. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions 
Forced vibration tests and numerical studies carried out at Morrow Point Dam 
revealed ample evidence of water compressibility effects. The following observations 
can be made: 
A. An attempt to isolate the response of the fundamental water mode appeared 
to be successful and a strong resonance was observed. 
B. Damping values determined by the half-power method from the experimental 
data at full reservoir were approximately 1.5% for the first two antisy=etric 
resonances and approximately 4% for the first three sr=etric resonances. A 
possible explanation for the higher damping values in the sy=etric response 
is the added damping associated with water compressibility which is more pro-
nounced in the sy=etric case. It is also possible, however, that radiation 
damping associated with dam-foundation interaction could be greater for sym-
metric vibration. 
C. The fit of the numerical results to the experimental data for the antisy=etric 
responses at full reservoir resulted in a slightly better match at the observed 
second antisy=etric resonant frequency of the system when water compress-
ibility was included in the analysis. This frequency is close enough to the 
fundamental antisy=etric resonance of the water, f!at• to be affected by the 
increased added mass from the water resonance. 
D. Prediction of the sy=etric data at full reservoir after calibrating the numerical 
model with the antisy=etric data yielded poor results with the incompressible 
water model. Inclusion of water compressibility improved the correlation which 
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is not surprising since the fundamental symmetric frequency of the water, f!at, 
is below the fundamental symmetric frequency of the dam-foundation system, 
/Jam, indicating the potential for strong water compressibility effects. 
E. Prediction of the symmetric data obtained for the partially full reservoir (water 
level at 158 feet below the crest) also improved when water compressibility was 
included. Here, /!at is low enough to significantly affect the second symmetric 
resonant frequency of the system. 
The mathematical idealization described in Chapter 4 appears adequate to 
model the antisymmetric forced vibration response of Morrow Point Dam at any 
water level. Reasonable choices for Young's moduli and damping values resulted in 
a good fit to the experimental data. However, water compressibility did not play 
an important role in the frequency range considered. The ability of the model to 
reproduce the symmetric responses of Morrow Point Dam, where water compress-
ibility effects are more pronounced, has not been established. No choice of program 
parameters, Erat• a, or damping values of the dam-foundation system, could have 
matched the second symmetric resonant peak amplitude because the compressibile 
water model intoduced too much damping in the frequency interval adjacent to and 
above /!at· In fact, isolation of the fundamental water mode revealed significant 
differences in the frequency and character of the resonance as obtained from the 
experimental data and from the numerical results. However, modifications to the 
water mesh, perhaps including a construction notch around the perimeter of the 
dam and/or a steepening of the canyon walls, could reduce these differences and 
possibly lead to adequate agreement in the dam responses. If this can be accom-
plished, it will imply, however, that the symmetric response of Morrow Point Dam 
is sensitive to its complicated reservoir geometry because of water compressibility. 
Other factors, such as through-thickness flexibility of the upstream face of the dam, 
canyon elasticity, and partially saturated sediments, may also play a role in the 
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dynamics of the water domain. 
6.2 Future Work 
Although the experimental and numerical investigations of Morrow Point Dam 
have led to a better understanding of dam-water interaction effects, further study 
is needed. For example, the uncertainties regarding the construction notch and 
the topography of the canyon need to be addressed. To this end, seismic reflection 
profiling equipment can be used to obtain an acoustical image of the reservoir, which 
should yield accurate information in regard to the above issues. 
Investigations of the damping mechanism associated with the water behavior is 
also merited. The same equipment used to define the reservoir geometry can be used 
to measure values of the reflection coefficient, a, along the reservoir bottom. These 
measurements will also reveal the presence of any significant amounts of sediment 
deposits, which were not included in the analyses .here. In addition, hydrodynamic 
pressure responses obtained at varying distances from the dam could yield informa-
tion regarding the damping associated with the propagation of pressure waves in 
the upstream direction. Finally, a more accurate determination of Z(w) could also 
be made. 
While verification of the mathematical idealization using forced vibration test-
ing will be a significant event, it will not imply adequacy for earthquake excita-
tion. Remaining issues include seismic input and the nonlinear effects due to joints, 
cracks, water cavitation and abutment instability. 
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APPENDIX I 
A complete and corrected data set from the forced vibration tests conducted 
on Morrow Point Dam is presented here. No smoothing of the data has been 
performed and adjacent data points are connected by straight lines. Shown are 
plots of the magnitude and phase of the response relative to the exciting force 
versus frequency. Pages 133-143 and 144-149 contain the dam acceleration and 
water pressure responses, respectively, obtained for the symmetric shake. Similarly, 
the dam acceleration and water responses obtained for the antisymmetric shake are 
shown on pages 15G-158 and 159-165, respectively. Note that the dam acceleration 
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